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Reference Recordings
PAUL CHIHARA; The Tempest. The Con-

cert Arts Orchestra, Jean-Luis LeRoux
(cond.). IKeith Johnson, J. Tam bly n

H

ender-

son (engineers)1. Beference Recordings
BR-10. (Box 77225-x, San Francisco,
California 94107.)
F

ug ue, Paul Sei ko Chi

hara has at-

tempted to do f or Purcell.
Paul Chihara was born in Seattle in 1938

and studied composition under Robert
Palmer, Nadia Boulanger, and Gunther
Schuller. He has been quite a prolific composer, with a ViolaConcert, aMagnif icat,a
String Quartet and numerous compositions with names like free Music, Bran'
ches, Willow, Willow, Drif twood and so on,
to his name. He is currently best known,

perhaps, for his work for f ilms, especially
the soundtrack to Prince of the City.
The Tempest is a reworking of Henry
Rrrcell's incidental music for the Shakespeare play plus other bits and pieces of
Purcell's music. The work was composed
by Chihara as a ballet for the San Franciso
Ballet Company.
This recording was made in the unsup"
portive acoustics."of the Zellerbach Hall in
Berkeley and was made using two omnidirectional microphones. spaced f ifteen feet
apart, slightly behind the conductor. An additional pairof cardiods were placed closer
in over the woodwinds.
There were some dif f erences of view between lhe conductor and the engineers con-

cerning the type of recorded sound that

was to be attempted. Mr. Chihara, a multi-

miking enthusiast, wanted an up-close,
multi-miked sound and thus there is more
cardioid sound on the f inal disc than might

normally be expected f rom

So

let me dispense with the string

business f irst. lt is clear that the Hall has a
rather short reverberation time and a dry
acoustic. lt adds nothing to the bloom, or
richness, of the strings, and it does not help

that the violins of the fifty-five piece or-

What William Malloch had done lor The
Art of the

Hecordings. According to one of those involved, they were "forced to compromise
their normally purist microphone technique."
So, what of the end result?
The f irst few seconds of this record is as
stunning a representation of a. brass fanfare as one could hope to hear. The next
several minutes contain as poor a repre'
sentation of string tone as I have ever
heard. lt sounds as though someone had
forgotten to turn on a microphone and then
gradually turned up the pot. lvms so put off
by the string sound that I checked to see
whether the recording was out of phase. I
think not.

Ref

erence

chestra appears to be its weakest section.
Thus, as a recording of a total orchestra,
this disc does not make my reference list
because of the string sound.
Let me get some other negatives out of
the way, because I am about to rave about
the quality of a number of aspects of this
recording. I do not get an impression of a
real spatial ambience for the orchestra.
there is no coherent sense of air around the
instruments, though the dead acoustic of
the hall has, I am sure, to take much of the
blame here.
Having said allthis, however, let's get to
the fun part.
The solo brass instruments have tremendous presence, with sharp and clear transients that make it a joy also to listen to the
woodwind. The sound of the winds, indeed.
seem physically solid. I could point to the
beginning of the Caliban section, or what

about the wonderf ul crescendo into the
storm sequence? The beautif ully captured
light drum taps during the Bolero made me
smile with pleasure.
And what about the extraordinary barking at the end of side one? Created. by the
way, by a percussion instrument called a
Dog Bark.

There is no doubt that I will refer to this
record of ten, have done so already, f or the
winds (brass and wood) and for the percussion.

As for the music itself, it is a delight.

("That was lovely. What was that music?"

my mother, who was visiting us, called out
from.the next room.)

But the music is also lightweight,

without the substance of Malloch's Art of
Fuguing. But then he had Bach to work
with.

ln Formafion. Kronos Quartet. IKeith
Johnson, J. Tamblyn Henderson,(engi'
neers)1. Reference

Recordings

RH-91

"Don't review that yet," said JTH.

)

"Th'e

Kronos think that they can do better, and
know that we can do better on the re'
cording."
Soyou will not be hearing RR'9, a preview
pressing of which I had been sent, for a
while. But I did want to alert readers to keep
an eye out tor this record and to grab it the
moment that it hits the bins.
For those of us who have for years had to

we

d iscs of
quartets, tnis is a stunning revelation of

sit through poorly recorded

what can be done.
It is an extraordinary record, even in this
preliminaryform, and it did fool me.l did not
ininr tnat it could be better. So now I am
salivating along with the rest of you waiting
for the f inal Product.
Payne

-lfan

,

Dominus Records & The
State-of .the.Art
French Popular Music Anthology, Vol. 2:

Drinking 1 600-1 800. Chorale Franco-

Allemande, Ensemble lnstrumental de L'lle
Je France, Bernard Lallement (cond.). IBer-

nard Neveu (eng.)]. Dominus D45102-DR.
Drstributed by Dominus Records, 215 W.
'3th St., Suite B, New York, New York
':01 1 .)
OK. now listen up!

Conticuere omnes, intentique ora teneJCttL-

This is your basic rave review. No, this is
super-dooper digital, surround sound

,noi a

etect ron ically enhanced gold-plated-a s t e red- in-a-lit t le-f ac t o ry- l-k now- inil!ra in f ull color double fold sleeve with
A-drophile Danger! Beware! This Will Blow
t: Your Stereo System stickers on the outSIC E,

Th i s is a humble, black and white sleeved
,5-1. yes. double folded), slab of vinyl that

,.,'as

recorded using but two omnidirec-

tro^al microphones f eeding into a "profess c,,"rar reel-toreel tape recorder" (l quote
':c"n the Franglais liner notes). The album
cces play at 45 rpm (that means, in this
:ase. Really Pleasurable Music)so there is
a: ieast one concession to the audiomaniacs. The surfaces are warped and rock ines:ed, soweallcan haveat least one thing
ic complain about. But, folks, that's it. The
resl is pure joy.
The sound sounds like sound should
sound. I have not heard a choir seem so
rea . so naturally in a soundstage which is a
reai soace since. . .since. . .pince. . . .
\fJell, go on. Say it.

Since, actually, just the other month
when I f irst heard the chorus on Jefta:
Psaltarpsalmer (Proprius 7840). So this
Dominus record goes straight onto my
reference shelf for choral recording.
But there is more.

This is the best sounding record of

piano. .

a

.

Si nce?

. . .Well, since Dave Brubeck on DirectDisk Labs (DD-106). So I will nave to get
another copy to put on the reference shelf
of records for piano music.
The piano is recorded, as is the choir, in a
slightly more distant than normal perspective so that it sounds like a real piano in a
real room rather than like the eighty-eight
keyed juggernaught that is usually presented on records.
But there is yet more.
I will have to get a third copy to f ile under
instrumentalon the reference shelf. The instrumental tracks are f ull of the buzzy,
raspy noise of weird and exotic old instruments. (But with a piano? I always knew
that the French were slightly strange. Talk
about an anachronism.)

There are a few reservations. Occa;ionally I would have preferred a little more
lense of abandon from the chorus, and a
;harper del i neation of the transients would

rave made this an even more stunning
,.ecord.

Track after track on this record is infectiously joyfu I and foot-tappi ng.
Yes but what kind of music is it, I hearyou

However, just get hold of a copy and put
ihe needle down on the Cric, Cracl track

ask.

wood blocks, and the shakers, and'the

I

can only reply that if you like folk music.

if you like bluegrass, if you like medieval
music, if you like choral music, if you like
chamber music, then this is for you.
Only die-hard Bruckner fans need not
bother.

and if you are able to r:esist the sound of the

whistles, and the solo voices, and the
choral voices, and the tambourines, and
the viols, and that piano, then I cannot help
you.

With a deep sigh,
The unconsentin-g

spirits must f lee

to the sf,ades below.

-lfan

Payne

between the listener and the speakers. ln
Missouri Breaks the whole con-

the case of

glomeration of twanging, rasping and

JOHN WILLIAMS: Missouri Ereaks. John
/Villiams (cond.). United Artists LA-623-G.

scraping instruments seem to be ranged in
front of the loudspeakers.
Caiino Royale scores because of the
fine recorded sound of the strings. Missou'
ri Breaks scores because of its deeper,
tighter bass.
Both records have superb imaging of the
instruments used and a wonderf ul sense of
dimensionality. You feel as though you
could get out of your chair and walk around
behind the performers.
At this point I have a problem. I have not
been able to get hold of a mint copy of
Casino Royale, so the greater sense of
spaciousness, of openness and of the im'
mediacy of the sound on Missouri Breaks
may be due to the difference in wear between the records.
Like HP, I would be grateful if anyone
could let me know of a mint copy of Casino
Royale.'

sino Royale. Dusty

bience, Missouri Breaks has greater

Two Classic Soundtracks

BACHARACH:

Ca

C a s i no

presence. When I put on Missouri Breaks,
my whole room seems to come alive.

Springf ield (vocal), Herb Alpert and the Tijuana Brass. Burt Bacharach (cond.). [Phil
Ramone (prod.); Jack Clegg (eng.)1. Colgems COSO 5005. (deleted)

Two things tip the scales very much in
favor of Missouri Breaks where I am con-

cerned. You cannot, in the end, separate
the signal from its message. I do not care
much for the music on Casino Royale bul I
find John Williams' music to be a skillfully
instrumented joy. Furthermore, Missouri
Breaks is performed with an infectious ex-

suppcse that every record collector has
his or her own private pantheon of favorite
records. Sometimes the list of favorites is
an unconscious one, discs to which one returns now and again for reference, sometimes without realizing it. At, or near, the
top of my list stands Missouri Breaks. lt
would seem f rom the pages of fAS that at,
or near. the top of H P's pile stands Casino
I

uberance.

Hands up anyone out there who finds it
possible not to get up and jump around during the Celebration track.
Both these discs are sensational examples of recorded sound and when I set
the needle down on Missou ri Breaks I f ind a
laugh of joy spreading over my f ace; my f eet
start jigging up and down.
I know of only one other record that has
this ef fect on me-unt il I hear the nextone,
that is:we are a f ickle people-and to show
you how stupid we are (read, I am) about

Roya le.
I

cannot say, in my case, that the music to

Missourt Breaks constitutes a signif icant
cliitural event. But I do f ind that the music
and the quality of the recorded sound come

together in what is to me a life-enhancing
eve nt.

Both records have incredible transients.
Both have wide soundstages that extend
well beyond the speakers at each side.
Both have a good sense of depth, especially Casino Royale*just listen to the pipe

these things, I sent a copy of that other
record to a friend in order to share my excitement. He thought it useless, and gave it
away to someone else.
I refuse to give him a copy of Missouri
Breaks for as Yeats so beautifully put it,
"Tread softly, because you tread on my
dreams."

and drum band move around on the Le Chif -

fre's Torture of the Mind track. Missouri

Breaks uses far fewer instruments and can
range them side by side with the drums
behind. ln both cases, a great deal of the
perf ormance is projected far out in front of
the speakers, so that Dusty Springf ield on

-lfan

Casino Royale and the mouth organ on

PaYne

'Editor: You may write to llan Payne at TAS, Box
Clill, New York.

*a

Missouri Breaks seem to inhabit the space
122

k

Roy al e has a greater sense of am-

1

15,

Wilson Audio
Wilson Audiodisc and it goes straight onto
my reference shelf of discs.
One general point, though, about the
[Dave Wilson (eng.)]. Wilson Audio W-81 1 1.
(147 San Felipe, Novato, California 94947.)
microphoning of an organ. ln the majority
of churches and cathedrals the pipework is
This is a magnif icently recorded album .situated wellabove the f loor of the church.
of some rather uninspired organ playing. I Thus the listener always hears the sound of
have hitherto used the two Fox Touch the organ as coming from above. lt is a
albums on Crystal Clear and the pair of mistake to place the microphones close to
Power and Glorys on M&K as my reference any part of the pipework since during
records for organ sound. To these I have playback this very def initely puts the sound
on a level with the listener. I know that a
recently added Preludium on Proprius.
Comparisons between the sound on great deal of fun was made of people who
these records are interesting. M&K has claimed, when the Decca Ring was first
captured far more of the ambience of the issued, that they could hear some sounds
church, almost as though the listener were on the records as being higher or lower in
standing at the back of the church. M&K space. So you can all laugh at my stupidity,
has also recorded the most impressive 'but whether it is a personal psychoacoustic phenomenon or whether it is a peculiaribass sound. The organ seems more closely
recorded on Crystal Clear with a more ty of the acoustic properties of my room,
you guessed it, I do hear some of the more
analytic sound.
closely microphoned parts of the organ on
Dave Wilson has managed to capture on
disc the best of both worlds. There is plenty this Wilson Audio disc as being closer to
of ambient information on the record and the f loor.
yet some of the stops are quite closely
Anyone else willing to come out of the
recorded. This is so because the pair of closet and admit that they hear this eff ect
Schoeps CMC-32 microphones that were also?' I darn't ask my wife. She'll just tell
me to go f ind another organ.
used were positioned so as to highlight the
Rugwerk of the organ and to allow other
-lP
parts of the organ to be heard at a greater
Magnum Opus. (Organ music by Bach, Boe'

ly, Wood, et al. ) James Welch (organ).

distance.
The spatialvariation is heard at its most
spectacular during Louis-Claude Daqu i n's

Noe/ and I have already returned to that
track several times in order to hear again
the juxtaposition of a variety of stops and
of spatial location.
The recording is also successf ul in capturing the scented tonal colors of Alain's

2 Fantasie.
So, I f ind the soundstage to be well
represented, with even a reasonable
representation of dimensionality and
have no reservations about either the
I

dynamic or the frequency range; though I
wonder whether the perspective is a little
close.
My major reservations concern the quality of the perf ormances which I can only call
dispiriting; there are even a f ew bum notes
here and there.

There are no such reservations about
Preludium, a disc that not only provides a
thoroughly natural, unspectacular and yet
accurate sound of the organ, but also contains some f ine playing by Erik Lundkvist.
Nevertheless, there is no doubt whatsoever about the sound quality on this

Nimbus Ambisonic
Equale Brass. (Music by Morera, Bartok,
and Rameau.) Equale Brass.

N

imbus45010.

ln the room the women come and go, but I
do not think that they talk of Equale Brass.
Nor, probablyof Nimbus.lsn't itwonderf ul.

tell you who designed the record
sleeve and they tell you who took the
photographs. But you know that there is
something wrong when they don't tellyou,

They

on the sleeve, who the producer or the
engineer were.
The sleeve does tell you, twice, that lhe

recording is Ambisonic UHJ and stereo
compatible.
The sound on this record is clean and
clinical, perhaps too cool and too free of
ambient information. There is not a particularly wide lateral spread to the image,

but it is sufficient to separate the

in-

struments. The sound does not have the
brightness (harmonic richness) and sense
of perspective that is evident on Proprius or
Dominus or Reference Records. (ls Reference Recordings a self referential name,
Hofstadter fans?)
As to the performances, they too are on
the cool side. The playing is too studied and
the ensemble plays with gusto but without
flair. The performances of the arrangements of ten pieces from Bartok's Mikrokosmos are the most interesting because
of the variety of timbres and tonal colors required by the music.
I have in the past been attracted to Nimbus records by theirsuperb graphics and by
the interesting repertoire listed for many of
their discs, but this is the f irst Nimbus
record that I have actually heard. As you
can tell by now, my response to it is as cool
as the playing and the sound on this disc.

-tP

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. 5, op. 47.

Cleveland Orchestra,

M

aazel (cond.).

[Robert Woods (prod.); Jack Renner (eng.)].

Telarc DG-10067.

TCHAIKOVSKY: SymPhonY No.5 in

E

minor, op. 64. Xalapa Symphony Orchestra,

Herrera de la Fuente (cond.). IJonathan
Wearn (prod.); Armando Fox Romero
(eng.)]. Vox Cum Laude D-VCL 9014.

With seven versions listed in Schwann,
and nine versions
f

(i

ncluding some quite dif-

erent ones) listed in the Gramophon

Catalog, this symphony will soon be ready

to be put out to pasture along with fhe

Messiah, lhe Four Seasons and Paschel'
bel's Canon. lt is going to take something
extraordinary to grab the attention and to
make yet another production of this symphony worthwhile. And that something extraordinary is not going to be digital recording nor Lorin Maazel.

It is the Symphony No. 5 that f ixes,

I

suspect, the musical image of Shostako'
vich in the minds of many people. Composed in 1938, it restored the composer to
official favor in his own country and

mance of the allegretto with Stokowski's
brutish and characterful version and you
hear how much more there is in the music
than Maazel is able to find.
It is the opening measures of the final
allegro non tropo that are.perhaps the most
successful. The recorded sound is at its
best, all brass'n things, and Maazel at last
seems to catch f ire-well, to warm up a lit'
tle. But as soon as the violins enter the
sonic temperature drops and it is strikingly
apparent how lack-luster they sound.
Surprisingly, this is not so with the Vox
recording. Violins sound a little more
characterf ulthan I had expected, and I also
liked the sound of the solo f rench horn. The
overall quality of the digital Vox recording
of the Tchaikovsky is passive-not at all
bad-but it does not jump out from the
speakers, it does not grab and envelop the
listener in its sonic existence. lt does not
have what I call presence. Yet the sound is

respectable, very proper, and nicely balanced with a decent soundstage, though

not too much depth, and a decent dynamic

range-listen to the pp plucked strings

which occur several times throughout the

established him as a major symphonic

work.

poser's son, Maxim, have led memorable
s of the F itth Sy mpho ny ondi sc. The
langu id opening to this newest version
portends ill for what is to follow. But as it
transpires, I have a mixed reaction to what
follows.
To dealwith the sound quality f irst:
The general quality is natural and un'
forced; it does not call attention to itself.
but, by the same token, it lacks what I would
term a sense of presence and of immediacy. There is a lack of vibrancy in the
sound of the strings, a lack of bloom, if you
will. The upper strings sound grey.
Nor am I happy with the smooth leading
edge to the sound. lt seems to me that the

there is not a great musical mind at work on

composer f or many western concert goers,
not to mention record collectors.
Amongst others, Bernstein and the comversi on

sense of immediacy, that lmentioned
above, is linked to sharply delineated and
fast transients.
On the other hand, there are details that
are a pleasure to hear; the soloviolin p laced

within a natural perspective in the

orchestra, and the beautifully captured f lute.
The effect of the ominous piano against
low brass and strings that once had seemed such a startling sound has forever been
ruined by its overuse by John Williams.
Maazel's is a careful reading. Compare,

for example, his well-mannered perfor-

Simi larly, the performance seems alright
as it starts out, but after the lovely, well'
paced opening, it becomes apparent that

this performance.
Thoughts turn to the waste of human and
material resources that go towards producing the routine and the mediocre.
But, Oh!, put on Mravinsky's recording of
this symphony (in my case on DG 2563 369)
and just listen to the electricity in the per'
formance and the wealth of detail in the
recording, or listen to the Furtwaenglerversion in battery operated sound on Everest,
and weep for the giants gone f rom the land.

-lfan

Payne

VILLA-LOBOS: A Prole do Bebe; Bachianas

Brasileiras No. 4-Prelude; As Tres Marias;

Rudepoema. Nelson Freire (piano).
Telef unken SAT 22547.

TARREGA: Guitar Music. Alice Artzt
(guitar). [John Shuttleworth (eng.)]. Meridian E77026.

A pairof instrumenlalrecordings of more
than passing interest.
Clearly, volume of output does not alone
assure immortality. For a man who composed some two thousand works, many of

which are immediately attractive, the

record catalogues are strangely empty and
the recital halls strangely silent.

Ridepoema was composed for, and
about, Artur Rubinstein and completed in
1926. There was a subsequent arrangement for full orchestra. The work seeks to
be a musical interpretation of Rubinstein's
temperament, which makes for a highly
varied and colorf ul composition, of which
Freire gives a glittering performance.
The other major work on this record is A
Prole do EeDe which, rather in the manner
of Debussy's Children's Corner Sui te, is
child's music for grown-ups. The work consists of eight musical portraits of a child's
dolls and is a delight. This and the other
two, shorter, works on the album are given
sparkling performances. Neither the music
nor the performances can be recommended highly enough, nor is there much wrong
with the recording.
By comparison with the sound of the
piano as recorded by some of the other major lables (c/., Philips'soft edged, smoothly
beguiling sound), Telefunken has produced a characterf ulsound in which the individual characteristics of each note can
be heard. The upper f requencies are a little
cold, perhaps, and the perspective a little
close, but on the whole the piano sounds
like a piano and not like the seventy-f oot triamped monster that so many closely microphoned recordings present us with
these days.

And, talk about under-recorded composers. Tarrega is not even listed in that
foke called Schwa nn (why can we not have
one decenf record catalogue in this country?), so you will have to turn to imported
recordings like this lovely disc by Alice

Artzt.

Side one of the record consists of
original works by Francisco Tarrega, and
what the compositions lack in profundity,
they more than make up for with charm.
Sde two consists of transcriptions by him

of music by Haydn, Handel, Schubert (a
chunk from the Piano Sonala in G, D894)
and Mendelssohn. This is all gentle and
graceful music that is lovingly played.
My own reference recording for guitar
sound has been the Michael Newman disc
on Sheff ield Lab, and I found this Meridlan
sound to be quite a different experience.
The first thing to be heard on placing the
needle down on the Meridian record is a

background hiss. But then comes the
guitar, full and rich, yet rnellow, like old
port.

A single AKG C24 microphone was used
and this, along with the associated equip
ment, does a good job of capturing the nutbrown sound of the century-old "La Leona"
guitar. Two things depreciate the recording
quality somewhat. There is, f irst, a lack of

information at the highest frequencies so

that

ldo not get the sense of the full

richness of overtones, and, second, I f ind
the perspective to be a little close and that a
little more distance, with the resultant increase in spatialambience, would be more
desirable.

But I quibble. I like the romantic style of
playing, portamento and all, and though
the sound quality is not up to the superlative levelof Sheff ield Lab, performanceanfl
sound are beguiling enough to make listening to this record a satisfying experience.

-tP

JOHN BULLER: Proenca. Sarah Walker
(mezzo-soprano), Timothy Walker (electric
guitar), BBC Symphony Orchestra, Mark
Elder (cond.). [Anthony Hodgson (prod.)].

Unicorn UNS 266.

LILBURN: Aotea roa Overture; Symphony
New

No.3. FARQUHAR: Symphony.

Zealand Broadcasting Corporation Symphony Orchestra, John Hopkins, Juan Matteucci (conductors). IFrank Douglas(eng.)].

Oryx 1900.

LUTOSLAWSKI: Paroles flssees. BERKELEY: Four Ronsard Sonnets. BEDFORD:

Tentacles of the Dark Nebula. Peler Pears
(tenor), the London Sinfonietta, Lutoslaw-

without, for me, any sense of it having a
backbone, or of there being a significant
creative spirit at work.
I write this in f ullsympathy with theef fort
and ability required to just get the notes

ski, Berkeley, Bedford (conductors).

[James Mallinson (prod.); Kenneth Wilkinson, Peter Van Biene (engineers)1. Decca

down on paper. But the music-academic-

HEAD 3.

1950s-modern-is not for me.

TJEKNAVORIAN: Suile f rom the ballet
Simorgh. Soloists of Roudaki Hall, Loris
leknavorian (cond.). Unicorn HHS 333.

The recording is a closely microphoned
air with the solo f lute sounding as wide
as the rest of the orchestra. Enough said.
Farquhar's Symphony is f rom the same
nnld, but is a little more vigorous a work. I
found the sound on the second side to be a
aff

A f riend introduced Proenca to me some
months ago and I have been introducing it
to my friends in turn. lt is a happy coincidence that this record was included in the
packet of records to be reviewed because
although the sonics are not that wonderf ul,
the music is most impressive.
John Bullerisa f ifty-f iveyearold Londonborn composer who started a career as a
surveyor in architecture. lt was not until
1959 that he studied composition. Proenca
was composed in responseto aJubilee Prominade Concert commission.
The work consists of a series of texts
taken from twelfth and thirteenth century
provencal troubadours and Buller has
woven them, and his music, into a tapestry
of live, love. decay, and death. The music is

touch more listenable, but it is thin ano
grainy with an inconsistency of perspective.

Decca's composer-conducted record

also has inconsistent perspective. The
Lutoslawski is a f iercely up close and multimicrophoned affair, while the other works
are recorded in a little broader perspective.
This, though, is an historically important
recording, in that it documents the composers'own readings of their works.
The Berkeley is the least attractive work
for me, with the least interesting sound.
The style is neo-English romantic with in-

teresting instrumental writing bul a dull
local line. The sound does not have the at-

spiky, lyrical and powerful by turn.
Everyone interested in contemporary

nrcsphere and ambience of another record
made by the same company at the same
location (the Maltings at Snape) on Decca

creative arts needs to hear this except ional
work.

sxL 6405.
David Bedford's Tentacles of the DarR
Nebula has some truly fascinating or-

As to the sound on the record, there is
good and bad.There isgood representation
of a soundstage, with a sense of depth as

chestral writing, but, again. the vocal line is
not on a par with the inventiveness of the i nstrumental composition.

well as of lateral spread-listen especially
to the percussion, for example, between
sections One and Two. What the recording
lacks is vocal clarity-the voice lacks impact. This characteristic is perhaps part of
the diminished sense of immed iacy caused
by the smoothed out transients. lt is difficult to know what eff ect was intended in
regard to the sound of the electric guitar-on this record it sounds rather laid
back and mellow.
The performances, however, are committed and as free of fault as one could wish.
Next up in this mixed bag of contemporary music is a recording of new (relatively speaking) New Zealand music.
I'm sorry, but my general reaction to this

All of these works are sung with exemplary diction and sour tone by Peter
Pears.

Loris Tjeknavorian's Si morgh consists
of an unusual collection of instruments
and a variety of exotic sounds-much
plucking and tapping. But despite the exoticism, it is polite and well-mannered
music. I would callthe sound respectable.
the bass f requencies are limited and there
is little sense of depth to the soundstage.
There is a slightly dulled leading edge to the
sound and not the sizzling "snap" that one

might expect with these sorts of in-

struments.

It is instructive to compare this record

disc is to advise saving your money and going for the Buller record. I am "sorry" about
it because I would love to be able to recom-

with the, in some ways, similar The Ancient
Music of Greece on Harmonia Mundi. This
latter has all of the sonic bite and imrnediacy and the transients that are missing on Unicorn.

mend some new and relatively unknown

music-but not this time. Lilburn's Overture is fairly gutless music in rather

scrawny son ics and I ikewise th e Sy m ph ony

seems to dribble out of the orchestra

-tP
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